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The energy of this new season is a time for new
beginnings, new ceremonies, new thoughts.
I am so aware these days of our
construction in the world as a result of
belief structures. For example, in the name
of an ideal and belief, 'I kill you in the name of
God.' The words I kill you ..., shows an
endless ignorance of the human scenario.
How is it that we cannot learn from our
history? Always when someone steps into our
circle of power, we must defend our circle, our
boundaries. A boundary does not have to be
a belief structure.

It is a beautiful thing for people to be
different, to have different cultures.
Celebrate the differences, don't destroy
them! If we only have one color in the world,
how boring that would be. Look at the
differences in the world for a moment
through the lens of aesthetics. Notice the
texture of the sounds, the fragrance, the art,
music and literature of various people in the
world. We are all so different and yet we are really all the same. We all want to

aspire to them. Beauty, truth and peace are in our prayers. In this new time in
history, there should be an elevated consciousness that goes beyond any judgment
of fabric or a taste or a recipe for life that is unlike our own. The differences in life
are where the teachings live.

Pray for the wisdom of all people
to lift into a new hologram of
existence. Pray and see your self
expanded onto a new plateau of
sublime existence. It is available
to you. Paradise is within you and
you are the seed for that magnificent
garden. It is our responsibility to
plant that garden and bring paradise
back into our lives. As apprentices of
higher consciousness, we often feel that we need more spirit, that we don't get
enough spirit from our teachers. But spirit comes to you partly through change of
the thing you are most afraid of. We are apprentices of change not usually the
changers.
In Spirit,

30th ANNUAL SUMMER GATHERING (JT) 2019

Join Lynn & the Sisterhood!

Thurs, July 25 - Sun, July 28
Chapel Rock, Prescott, Arizona

We have been gathering since 1989. Don't miss out on the fun!
We invite all, first comers and everyone that ever shared in this spring gathering,
Mystery School Students and Kindred Spirits to join us. Prepare to be lifted to new
heights of consciousness and most importantly feel your heart and entire being
expand with unbelievable Joy. "I look forward to meeting you there with great
anticipation." ~ Lynn
Don't miss out. Time is getting short to REGISTER!

Registration Info for JT

The NEW POWER DECK; Cards Of Wisdom!

Forty-five beautifully illustrated cards present revelations from the universe and
mystic wisdom. An accompanying book of affirmations and meditations help
illuminate the meaning behind the images and instill them in your heart.

"To heal the earth, we must first heal ourselves."
~Lynn Andrews
Purchase yours today!

Purchase the Power Deck Here

Lynn Andrews' The Shaman Mystery School

Come join us for an extraordinary year of learning!

Enrollment still OPEN for 2019
Study with Lynn Andrews!
See what the Mystery School has to offer YOU.

The Shaman Mystery School

Writing Spirit, The School

Find Your Glorious New Style!
Join us in my Writing Spirit, The School!

START NOW!
Have you ever dreamed of becoming a writer? Is there a Story inside you wanting

to be born? Find Your Voice. Discover the book within You.

Writing Spirit, The School

Kindred Spirit Radio Show

With Host Lynn Andrews
On HealthyLife.net Internet Radio

Tuesday,
May 28, 2019
9:00 – 10:00 a.m. (Pacific Time)
Lynn’s guest: Rand and Rose Flem-Ath

Join Lynn on her monthly Radio show as she interviews Rand and Rose Flem-Ath,
authors of The Murder of Moses. Together they discuss their book on 'How an
Egyptian Magician Assassinated Moses, Stole His Identity, and Hijacked the
Exodus'.
The Murder of Moses was a year long investigation of how Moses was deceived
and murdered by his father-in-law, Reuel.
The life of Moses, the greatest prophet of the Old Testament, has always been
shrouded in mystery. The Bible mentions no witnesses to Moses’ death, no funeral,
and no indication of his burial place, and the story of Exodus paints a very
contradictory picture of this man so important to both Judaism and Christianity. At
times, he is depicted as a meek, stuttering figure and at others his tyrannical
commands and fits of rage terrorize the children of Israel. And, for the last years of
his life, he chose to hide behind a veil. What is the explanation for these extreme
shifts in character? Was Moses mentally ill? As Rand and Rose Flem-Ath reveal,
the evidence points to something much more sinister: Moses was murdered and
replaced by an impostor.
Listen Live or Later on the Podcast link below.

Kindred Spirit Radio Show

Visit Lynn's Website

Read Inspirit Newsletter Archives on Lynn’s website. Click here
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